Chinatown Walking Tour

Honolulu’s most foot-traffic neighborhood, Chinatown is also its most historic. Soak up the atmosphere with this walk through the colourful streets.

**Start** Dr Sun Yat-sen Memorial Park

**Distance** 1 mile

**Duration** 1-2 hours

**Take a Break** Grab a bite to eat at the Maunakea Marketplace.

1. **Start at Dr Sun Yat-sen Memorial Park** at the stone lions that flank the road.

2. **On Nu’uanu Ave**, the now-abandoned **Pantheon Bar** was a favorite of sailors in days past.

3. **Turning right onto somewhat seedy Hotel St**, historically Honolulu’s red-light district, now filled with trendy businesses.

4. **At the corner of Maunakea St**, the ornate facade of the **Wo Fat Building** resembles a Chinese temple.

5. **On King St**, continue past the red pillars coiled with dragons, then visit the buzzing 1904 **O’ahu Market**.

6. **Heading mauka** (towards the mountains) on Maunakea St, you’ll pass **lei shops**.

7. **By the river**, the **statue of Dr Sun Yat-sen**, ‘the Father of Modern China’, stands guard.